
Resilience in Social-Ecological Systems



• Recognizes the interconnectedness of ecological systems in nature and in human 
activities.

• Emphasizes that humans and ecosystems are mutually dependent.

• Provides useful means to understand our interconnected relationships, the influence of 
our actions and how to properly manage resources.

NASA. (Photographer). (2002). Much of the information contained in this image came from a single remote-sensing device-NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, or MODIS [Digital Image]. Retrieved from 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Earth_Western_Hemisphere.jpg



Social Ecological System (SES)

Gunderson et al., 2010



Social-Ecological: “Humans-in-Nature” 
(Gunderson et al., 2010)



“Resilience is fundamentally a system 
property. It refers to the magnitude 
of change or disturbance that a 
system can experience without 
shifting into an alternate state that 
has different structural and 
functional properties and supplies 
different bundles of the ecosystem 
services that benefit people” 
(Gunderson et al., 2010).

Resilience

Dorrah, Ed. (Photographer). (n.d). Explore the incredible landscape at Joshua Tree National Park [Digital Image]. 
Retrieved from http://intelligenttravel.nationalgeographic.com/2012/06/13/i-heart-my-city-shiras-los-angeles/2009-09-
04_0611073-subscriber-false-marketing-false-newsletter-false-regysnewsletter-false-microtransactions-false/ 



Resilience Thinking

1. The systems are self-organizing

2. There are limits to the capacity of 
thresholds

3. The social, economic and biophysical 
domains are linked

1. Self-organizing systems go through 
adaptive cycles

2. Self-organizing systems operate at 
different scales (which are linked)

6. Specified and general resilience

7. Involves adapting and/or 
transforming

8. Has a cost

9. Not everything is important –
resilience thinking helps to decide
what is

10. Resilience is not about changing 
but requires change (Salt, 2015)



Self-Organizing Systems:
“Resilience thinking is all about appreciating that the systems we depend upon are self-
organizing systems often referred to as a complex adaptive systems” (Salt, 2015).

Complex Adaptive Systems: 
“Self organizing, non-linear with multiple attractors, cross-scale interactions, emergent 
behaviour” (Salt, 2015).

Lanting, Frans. (Photographer). (n.d.). Rainforest in Borneo [Digital Image]. Retrieved 
from 
https://genographic.nationalgeographic.com/background_nationalgeographic_1372756
/ 



Thresholds

“There are limits to how much a self-
organizing system can be changed 
and still recover. Beyond those limits 
it functions differently because some 
critical feedback process has 
changed” (Salt, 2015).

“Thresholds are difficult to spot, they 
can move, rarely considered by 
managers” (Salt, 2015).

National Geographic. (Photographer). (n.d.). 93 percent of the great barrier reef is suffering [Digital 
Image]. Retrieved from http://www.nationalgeographic.com.au/nature/93-percent-of-the-great-
barrier-reef-is-suffering.aspx



Domains: “You cannot understand self-organizing systems’ domains 
without understanding the connections with other domains and their 
feedback effects…biophysical, social, and economic domains are 
linked” (Salt, 2015).

Fazel, Sajjad. (Photographer). (2012). A photo showing two Zebras in Mikumi National 
Park [Digital Image]. Retrieved from 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zebra_in_Mikumi.JPG. 



Cycles
“The behaviour of-self organizing 
systems changes overtime” (Salt, 2015).

“The way that the components of the 
system interact goes through cycles in 
which connections between its 
components tighten, loosen, and even 
break apart” (Salt, 2015). 

“The capacity of the system to absorb 
disturbance (its resilience) also changes, 
as does the potential for people 
managing the system to make changes”
(Gunderson et al., 2010).Swan, Geo. (Photographer). (2011). Nunavut Tundra [Digital Image]. Retrieved 
from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Arctic_tundra#/media/File:Nunavut_tund
ra_-c.jpg



Rapid growth (r)

Conservation of 
resources (k)

Release of resources (Ω)

Reorganization (α)
(Gunderson et al., 2010)

De Goeij, Bart.(Photographer). (2007). Tea plants on BOH tea plantation, Cameron Highlands, Malaysia [Digital 
Image]. Retrieved from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tea_plants.jpg

Werther, Jacopo. (2014). The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is committed to supporting the organic 
community and ensuring the integrity of organic products from seed to table [Digital Image]. Retrieved from 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seed_germination.png

Karduelis. (Photographer). (n.d.). Doğu Karadeniz ve Orman [Digital Image]. Retrieved from 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Forest#/media/File:Orman.JPG 

National Geographic. (Photographer). (n.d.). Fire-chasing beetles sense infrared radiation from fires hundreds of 
kilometres away [Digital Image].Retrieved from http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2012/05/27/fire-
chasing-beetles-sense-infrared-radiation-from-fires-hundreds-of-kilometres-away/



Panarchy: “A model of linked, hierarchically arranged, adaptive cycles that 
represents the cross-scale dynamic interactions among the levels of a system and 
considers the interplay between change and persistence” (Gunderson et al., 2010). 

“Self-organizing systems operate over a range of different scales, and each scale is 
going through its own adaptive cycle. What happens at one scale can have 
profound influence on what’s happening at scales above and the embedded 
scales below” (Salt, 2015).

Policicchio, Katherine. (2015). Wetlands in Point Pelee National Park.



Adaptive Cycle

Gunderson et al., 2010



Panarchy 
& Adaptive Cycle

Gunderson et al., 2010



Social Ecological System (SES)

Gunderson et al., 2010



Ecological Resilience

Gunderson et al., 2010
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